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fire broke out in the 

rural area of Placerville, 

CA. The home was 

located in a desolate 

area of the county and upon 

arrival firefighters quickly set up 

their engines and begin fighting 

the fire. Unfortunately each 

engine only carried 400 gallons 

of water and in full fighting 

modes they emit over 150 

gallons per minute. With three 

engines on site and only a few 

minutes into their fight, they 

requested additional water 

tenders and turned their efforts 

from offensive to defensive. The 

home was a “total loss”. Just a 

few walls remained standing, 

and all personal contents were 

lost. 

When the day was over, the elderly homeowners contacted their insurance company with proper 

notification of the fire. The insurance company confirmed that they would be assigning an adjuster 

to visit them the following day. The adjuster arrived on schedule and told the homeowners that all 

he could do was to initially document the loss with photos and notify the company to assign a “large 

loss adjuster” to the file. The adjuster on site notified the homeowner NOT to talk to any contractors 

or public adjusters who may come by. The insurance company would take care of them, and there 

was no need for these “ambulance chaser” firms to get involved. 

Two days later the newly assigned “large loss adjuster” showed up at the site along with a 

“preferred contractor” and began preparing the loss for payment. The process only took a few 

hours, and all parties were not to be seen again until later. 

The owners made numerous calls to the adjuster requesting answers to their many questions and 

asking when they would receive a check for their recovery. Meanwhile the “preferred contractor” 

kept the pressure on the family to sign their contract for the repairs to the home. The homeowner 

did not sign with the “preferred contractor” because they would not divulge the amount of their 

repair estimate before the homeowner was required to sign the contract. 

Almost two months went by when a check and a huge stack of papers arrived in the mail. The carrier 

was in agreement to pay the property owners $262,351.41 for their dwelling (home) and $11,156.28 
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for their personal property (contents) and an additional amount for the “additional living expenses” of 

$22,053.36. This was a far cry from the policy limits listed on their policy of $314,000.00 for Dwelling, 

$219,800.00 for Personal Property, Other Structures $31,400.00 and ALE $94,200.00. 

As in ALL settlements, the carrier offered to review the file should the homeowner come up with 

additional items that may have been missed or omitted. It was at that time the homeowner decided they 

would need help in preparing their own “proof of loss”. Homeowners have the right and responsibility to 

present their “proof of loss” to the carrier. When they do not invoke this right – the carrier presents their 

own on behalf of the owner. Many times the owners have no clue as to what they are supposed to do. It is 

somewhat like a funeral - unless you have gone through one previously, the process can be difficult. 

Only afterward could you discover that you might have conducted the funeral at a much more 

reduced cost had you only known what to expect. In this case the homeowner engaged the services 

of Concordia Claims Managers (CCM) – a public adjusting firm located in Modesto, CA. 

CCM begins their process by assigning a Sr. Claims Manager and two contents teams to the site, and 

within five days they had sifted through debris of the entire home and property. They entered the 

identification and photographs of the items found in their computers, and a comprehensive list began to 

be formed. This final list totaled over 10,900 items and 1,321 photos were taken. Working with the 

homeowner, the items were priced and aged. When it was completed, the 103 page document and all 

the hyperlinked photos well exceeded the policy limits. 

Simultaneously CCM embarked upon the development of a “scope of repairs”, similar to the one the 

insurance adjuster and their “preferred contractor” completed in their evaluations. CCM found 

numerous items which were not listed, wrongly priced and missing areas within the home. CCM 

completes all of their scopes themselves assuring the homeowner that everything will be accounted 

for. When the eighty (80) page document was finalized and approved by the homeowner, it was 

notarized and submitted to the carrier for review. 



It is very difficult for any insurance company to argue about properly documented scopes or 

contents lists when supporting documentation has also been provided. This is the way CCM does 

every one of their claims – taking NO SHORTCUTS! 

With the “proof of loss” in place the homeowner received an additional payment for the structure in the 

amount of $163,350.38, contents $154,707.04 and ALE for $11,026.68. Contents had exceeded the 

policy limits on “Replacement Cost Value” (RCV), but after depreciation to the “Actual Cash Value (ACV) 

was paid, the claim was still short of policy limits by $46,886.68. After CCM’s audits and 200+ pages of 

challenges, the carrier agreed to pay the remainder amount up to policy limits in an attempt to close the 

file. During the entire recovery process and after CCM was engaged, the carrier’s staff adjuster NEVER 

returned to the loss site. 

The homeowner, by engaging the services of CCM, gained an additional $364,944.10 (123% increase) 

towards their recovery efforts for their loss; monies to which they were entitled but not paid by the 

carrier until properly documented. The carrier and their adjusters are not at fault here according to 

CCM’s Sr. Claims Manager, as they are only human and can only do so much within the time allotted to 

settle a file. It is the homeowner’s responsibility to show their “proof of loss”. The carrier will pay what 

they owe “IF” the claim is properly documented. CCM only steps in and assists the homeowner in 

completing their responsibilities, making it easier and quicker for their recovery to happen.
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